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THE CYBERWAR CONTINUES
There’s little chance the cybersecurity problem will be solved by the time CyberCon 2017 comes around, 
so the odds are similarly slim that nations won’t be involved in operations in cyberspace. A panel of 
military, intelligence community and homeland security leaders will discuss the latest tactics and tech-
niques for defending the nation’s interests at home and abroad.

‘CYBER BOMBS’ AND FIGHT ON TERROR
A former deputy defense secretary (in)famously said the military is “dropping cyber bombs” on the 
Islamic State group. While the term received some jeers from the infosec community, the threat is real, 
as is the cyber component in the fight against terrorism. What are these “cyber bombs” and how are the 
military’s cyber leaders taking the fight to terrorists in cyberspace?

INFORMATION WARFARE: THE CYBER COMPONENT
From the 2016 Elections to ongoing conflicts in the Middle East, an age-old tactic – information warfare – 
has been a recurring and powerful theme. While info warfare is almost as old as war itself, the tactic is 
taking on a new dimension in cyberspace. How are the two things related? What are military and civilian 
officials doing to combat such tactics in cyberspace? What info/cyber operations are the U.S. conducting?

YEAR ONE
A high-level view of the successes, failures and opportunities from the first year of the new 
administration. Panelists will include top federal cyber officials and leading members of Congress 
on the most important initiatives and legislation, such as the Cybersecurity Executive Order and 
Modernizing Government Technology Act.

AUTOMATING INTELLIGENCE
Automation shows great promise in reducing the time to detection and improving security posture but the 
best systems still need humans in the loop. Ranking federal researchers and officials will discuss the 
latest in artificial intelligence and how to find the right balance between automation and headcount.

ACQUISITION INNOVATION
2016 saw the creation of several new cybersecurity acquisition vehicles and the maturation of several 
others and 2017 is expected to follow pace. Govcon experts from across government will break down the 
newest acquisition options and preview what’s ahead for 2018 and beyond.
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